Classified Advertisements

Positions available, items for sale, services available, and more

MISSISSIPPI

MISSISSIPPI STATE UNIVERSITY
Mathematics and Statistics
Faculty Position in Mathematics or Mathematics Education

Applications are invited for one anticipated tenure-track position in mathematics or mathematics education, pending availability of funds. The anticipated start date will be August 16, 2011, or later. The department offers the Ph.D. degree in mathematical sciences and is highly research oriented. Requirements include a doctoral degree in mathematics education or an area of mathematical sciences, demonstrated success or a strong potential for research and a commitment to effective undergraduate and graduate teaching. Mississippi State University is the largest university in Mississippi and a land-grant Carnegie Doctoral/Research-extensive institution. Further information about the department may be found at: http://www.msstate.edu/dept/math. Salary is competitive and commensurate with qualifications.

All supporting material should be submitted electronically through http://www.mathjobs.org/jobs. Supporting materials should include a detailed résumé with detailed research accomplishments, summaries of research plans and teaching philosophy, a completed AMS Standard Cover Sheet located at http://www.ams.org/employment, and three letters of recommendation. One reference letter should address the applicant’s teaching. In addition, a cover letter should be submitted through mathjobs.org addressed to: Chair, Mathematics Search Committee, Department of Mathematics and Statistics, P.O. Drawer MA, Mississippi State, MS 39762. All applicants must also complete the online Personal Information Data Form located at http://www.jobs.msstate.edu. Select “Create Application” and choose “Personal Information Data Form”. Review of applications will begin upon approval of funding and will continue until position is filled. Mississippi State University is an AA/EOE.

OREGON

ON TIME SYSTEMS, INC.
Research Scientist

We are currently hiring for the position of Research Scientist for our company in Eugene, Oregon. The successful candidate will be responsible for solving computational problems through developing new algorithms and improving existing ones; research and develop new mathematical models; perform computations and apply mathematical analysis; validate algorithms and mathematical models; write reports and presentations concerning algorithms. Applicant must obtain a passing score on a programming test uniformly administered to all applicants for the position.

If interested, please mail resume to:
On Time Systems, Inc.
1850 Millrace Drive, Ste. 1
Eugene, OR 97403
Attn: Ms. Buchanan

U.S. laws prohibit discrimination in employment on the basis of color, age, sex, race, religion, or national origin. “Positions Available” advertisements from institutions outside the U.S. cannot be published unless they are accompanied by a statement that the institution does not discriminate on these grounds whether or not it is subject to U.S. laws. Details and specific wording may be found on page 667 (vol. 56).

Suggested uses for classified advertising are positions available, books or lecture notes for sale, books being sought, exchange or rental of houses, and typing services.

The 2011 rate is $3.25 per word. No discounts for multiple ads or the same ad in consecutive issues. For an additional $10 charge, announcements can be placed anonymously. Correspondence will be forwarded.

Advertisements in the “Positions Available” classified section will be set with a minimum one-line headline, consisting of the institution name above body copy, unless additional headline copy is specified by the advertiser. Headlines will be centered in boldface at no extra charge. Ads will appear in the language in which they are submitted. There are no member discounts for classified ads. Dictation over the telephone will not be accepted for classified ads.


U.S. laws prohibit discrimination in employment on the basis of color, age, sex, race, religion, or national origin. “Positions Available” advertisements from institutions outside the U.S. cannot be published unless they are accompanied by a statement that the institution does not discriminate on these grounds whether or not it is subject to U.S. laws. Details and specific wording may be found on page 667 (vol. 56).

Situations wanted advertisements from involuntarily unemployed mathematicians are accepted under certain conditions for free publication. Call toll-free 800-321-4AMS (321-4267) in the U.S. and Canada or 401-455-4084 worldwide for further information.

Submission: Promotions Department, AMS, P.O. Box 6248, Providence, Rhode Island 02940; or via fax: 401-331-3842; or send email to classified@ams.org. AMS location for express delivery packages is 201 Charles Street, Providence, Rhode Island 20904. Advertisers will be billed upon publication.
This set is highly recommended to a broad mathematical audience, and, in particular, to young mathematicians who will certainly benefit from their acquaintance with Milnor’s mode of thinking and writing. The volumes in this set have been organized by subject.

Set: Hardcover; List US$361; AMS members US$288.80; Order code MILNORSET

**I. Geometry**

John Milnor

A publication of Publish or Perish, Inc.

1994; 295 pages; Hardcover; ISBN: 978-0-914098-30-6; List US$59; AMS members US$47.20; Order code CWORKS/19.4

**II. The Fundamental Group**

John Milnor


**III. Differential Topology**

John Milnor


**IV. Homotopy, Homology and Manifolds**

John McCleary, Editor

Collected Works, Volume 19; 2010; 425 pages; Hardcover; ISBN: 978-0-8218-4876-3; List US$59; AMS members US$47.20; Order code CWORKS/19.2

**V. Algebra**

Hyman Bass and T. Y. Lam, Editors


Applications will begin on February 1, 2011, and will continue until the position is filled. For information about how to apply, as well as further information about the department and the position, go to [http://www.math.byu.edu/home/hiring](http://www.math.byu.edu/home/hiring).

Qualifications: A Ph.D. in mathematics; demonstrated excellence in teaching; desire and ability to teach undergraduate and graduate level mathematics, including courses at the freshman level; desire and ability to conduct high-quality mathematical research. Duties and responsibilities: Teaching mathematics at the undergraduate and graduate level, including courses at the freshman level; conducting and directing independent research; collaborating with other faculty at the university; supporting university, college, and department goals and missions.

BYU is an Equal Employment Opportunity Employer. Preference is given to qualified candidates who are members in good standing of the affiliated church, The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints.

---

**CHILE**

**PONTIFICIA UNIVERSIDAD CATOLICA DE CHILE**

Departamento de Matemáticas

The Department of Mathematics invites applications for three tenure-track positions at the assistant professor level beginning either March or August 2012. Applicants should have a Ph.D. in mathematics, proven research potential either in pure or applied mathematics, and a strong commitment to teaching and research. The regular teaching load for assistant professors consists of three one-semester courses per year, reduced to two during the first two years. The annual salary will be US$45,000 (calculated at the current exchange rate of 500 chilean pesos per dollar).

Please send a letter indicating your main research interests, potential collaborators in our department [http://www.mat.puc.cl](http://www.mat.puc.cl), detailed curriculum vitae, and three letters of recommendation to:

Director Departamento de Matemáticas, Pontificia Universidad Católica de Chile, Av. Vicuña Mackenna 4860 Santiago, Chile; fax: (56-2) 552-5916; email: mmusso@mat.puc.cl

For full consideration, complete application materials must arrive by June 30, 2011.